Unlock the capabilities of ChromeOS with Chrome Education Upgrade

How can Chrome Education Upgrade help your institution?

Chrome Education Upgrade empowers IT to create educational environments for teachers and learners to thrive in, with enhanced management, security, and support capabilities.

IT administrators working in education face the same challenge as those in other industries: supporting the needs of their end users, while juggling security, scalability, and cost.

Chrome Education Upgrade unlocks the capabilities of ChromeOS and ChromeOS Flex, creating the freedom for educators to provide exceptional learning experiences for their students, while ensuring security and management at every level.

Deployment is simple with Chromebooks. It’s 5 minutes per Chromebook compared with 20 minutes per other device. Management is also significantly easier. Our team is doing more work in terms of supporting other areas of the school proactively.”

Assistant Headmaster, Secondary School, United Kingdom


ChromeOS upgrades
Transform devices for standardized testing, enable SSO login, and set up automatic re-enrollment.

Device management
Choose from hundreds of policies to deploy, manage, lock down, and secure devices – all from the cloud-based Google Admin console.

24/7 IT admin support
All this, with the added benefit of ChromeOS troubleshooting assistance. Call Google at any time if an issue comes up – at no additional cost.

Take this 5-minute assessment to learn how to increase access to learning technology.

If you’d like to know more about Chrome Education Upgrade, visit edu.google.com/chromebooks/overview.
Continual innovation drives ongoing value

ChromeOS upgrades
- Enable standardized testing with kiosk mode
- Provide quick access to Chrome for library and lab use without sign-in
- Easy and flexible sign-in using third-party SSO providers
- Automatically re-enroll devices to your organization after they’re reset

24/7 IT admin support
- 24/7 support on OS features
- 24/7 support on management features

Device management
- Turn on the off hours setting to allow students and families to use guest accounts after hours
- Device reporting allows you to view the most recent users for each device and set up alerts when devices are offline for too many days in a row
- Track and control your fleet, set custom annotations, and integrate with third-party tools to provide additional controls
- Lock down devices when they’re lost or stolen and display a personalized message on the device
- Control your automatic-update schedule
- Convert Mac, PC, and Linux devices with ChromeOS Flex to centrally manage all devices and extend your fleet’s overall life span

10+ years of innovation in education